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ABSTRACT: The rich landscape of enantiotropically related
polymorphic forms and their solid-state phase transitions of DL-2aminoheptanoic acid (DL-AHE) has been explored using a range of
complementary characterization techniques, and is largely exemplary
of the polymorphic behavior of linear aliphatic amino acids. As many
as ﬁve new polymorphic forms were found, connected by four fully
reversible solid-state phase transitions. Two low temperature forms
were reﬁned in a high Z′ crystal structure, which is a new
phenomenon for linear aliphatic amino acids. All ﬁve structures
consist of two-dimensional hydrogen-bonded bilayers interconnected
by weak van der Waals interactions. The single-crystal-to-singlecrystal phase transitions involve shifts of bilayers and/or conformational changes in the aliphatic chain. Compared to two similar phase
transitions of the related amino acid DL-norleucine, the enthalpies of transition and NMR chemical shift diﬀerences are notably
smaller in DL-aminoheptanoic acid. This is explained to be a result of both the nature of the conformational changes and the
increased chain length, weakening the interactions between the bilayers.

1. INTRODUCTION
Several racemates of aliphatic amino acids with an unbranched
side chain have been studied in the last few decades, showing
similar crystal structures and reversible temperature-dependent
solid-state phase transition behavior: DL-aminobutyric acid, DLnorvaline, DL-norleucine (DL-NLE), and DL-methionine (refs
1−7 and references therein). The aliphatic amino acid molecules
have a highly polar “head” and a hydrophobic side chain,
resulting in amphiphilic molecules. The crystal structures of this
class of molecules typically consist of two-dimensional (2D)
bilayers, which are interconnected by relatively weak dispersive
interactions. Their solid-state phase transitions mostly involve
the translation of bilayers within the plane of the layers and often
also a conformational change in the side chains.
The solid-state phase transitions of these aliphatic chain amino
acids generally occur in a single-crystal-to-single-crystal fashion,
although in some cases the crystal delaminates or becomes
damaged during the transition. Experimental studies combined
with molecular dynamics simulations on DL-NLE indicated that
one of its transitions probably involves cooperative motion
within the bilayers.5,8 Cooperative or concerted motion in this
context refers to a fast transition that involves the simultaneous
movement of multiple molecules within one bilayer, on a limited
length scale of tens or a few hundreds of molecules. To avoid
confusion, this is not cooperative motion in second-order phase
© 2017 American Chemical Society

transitions with an inﬁnite correlation length. In particular the
solid-state NMR measurements of DL-NLE showed an increased
transition rate for single crystals compared to powders. It was
concluded that a cooperative mechanism was consistent with
these results, since these powders contained more defects, which
would slow down cooperative motion. We expect that this
mechanism plays a role in the transition of similar amino acids as
well. Moreover, we expect that the chain length will determine
the solid-state phase behavior to a large extent. In fatty acids the
melting point increases with chain length, because of increased
interactions between the chains in the layers stabilizing the
structure. On the other hand, a longer chain length also allows
more degrees of freedom in the conformation of the molecule,
thereby oﬀering more ﬂexibility and possibly weaker interactions
between layers, which could promote entropy-driven solid-state
phase transitions.
In this work, we study the crystal structures and solid-state
phase transitions of an as yet unexplored aliphatic unbranched
amino acid, DL-2-aminoheptanoic acid (DL-AHE, DL-homonorleucine, 145.20 g/mol), and compare its structures and solidstate phase transitions with DL-2-aminohexanoic acid (DL-NLE,
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all cases reﬁned against all data. Crystal structures were solved using
direct methods implemented in SHELXS12 and reﬁned on F20 by fullmatrix least-squares reﬁnements using SHELXL13 within the OLEX2
suite.14 All non-hydrogen atoms were reﬁned with anisotropic
displacement parameters, except the crystal structure of form V, and
all hydrogen atoms were added at calculated positions and reﬁned using
a riding model with isotropic displacement parameters based on the
equivalent isotropic displacement parameter (Ueq) of the parent atom.
In form I, which contains six independent molecules in the
asymmetric unit (Z′ = 6), three independent molecules show some
degree of positional disorder of the aliphatic chain. These molecules
have been modeled over two sites with a 54/46, 69/31, and 51/49%
ratio, respectively. Geometrical restraints DFIX and DANG were
applied during structure reﬁnement to maintain molecular geometry.
SIMU, DELU, and RIGU restraints as well as EADP constraints were
used to appropriately model the atomic displacement parameters.
The form V X-ray data collected at 399 K produced a heavily
disordered structural model. Residual electron density around the major
enantiomer component clearly indicates the presence of the second
enantiomer. An approximately 10% occupation factor for this second
enantiomer is a result of the phase transition at 399 K not going to
completion, and this leads to a stacking fault in the structure. The
−CH(NH3+)COO− headgroup has been modeled over two sites with
90/10% ratio of the two forms. However, the aliphatic chain group of the
major component is disordered over three sites with occupancies ﬁxed at
45%, 35%, and 20%, respectively. To maintain a reasonable molecular
geometry, a number of geometrical restraints (DFIX, DANG, SAME,
BIND, and FLAT) have been applied. Moreover, because of the large
atomic motion at this temperature, all the disordered alkyl atoms have
been reﬁned with isotropic temperature factors, and EADP constraints
were applied. All hydrogen atoms have been reﬁned using a riding
model, except H2, which was located from a diﬀerence map and
geometrically restrained to the pivot carbon C2. Full crystal structure
data have been deposited with CCDC deposition numbers 1563210−
1563214.
2.4. Thermal Stage Polarization Microscopy. DL-AHE single
crystals were studied under a nitrogen atmosphere in a Linkam LTS420
thermal stage, which was coupled to a Zeiss Axioplan 2 Imaging
polarization microscope to observe the phase transitions. The
microscope images were recorded with a MediaCybernetics Evolution
VF digital camera. The temperature was varied between 113 and 433 K,
using heating rates between 1 and 10 K/min (as indicated).
2.5. Solid-State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. Solid-state
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra of DL-AHE were measured
on a Varian VNMRS 400 MHz spectrometer, operating at a magnetic
ﬁeld of 9.4 T (Larmor frequencies of 399.94 MHz for 1H and 100.57
MHz for 13C). 13C NMR spectra were measured with a Chemagnetics
3.2 mm APEX probe using 1H → 13C cross-polarization (CP), magic
angle spinning (MAS), and SPINAL decoupling15 for temperatures
between 128 and 423 K. The powder spectra of DL-AHE mixed with
KBr were recorded at an MAS frequency of 10 kHz with radio frequency
(RF) ﬁeld strengths of 50 kHz for 1H and 60 kHz for 13C during crosspolarization and 80 kHz for 1H SPINAL decoupling with a pulse length
of 5 μs and a phase of 6 deg.
Single crystals of DL-AHE, grown by vapor diﬀusion, were placed in a
rotor containing KBr powder on the bottom, to ensure the single crystal
was in the middle of the rotor. The rotor was then gently ﬁlled with KBr
powder on top of the single crystals to obtain a well-balanced rotor for
MAS. The single crystal spectra were recorded in the temperature range
between 138 and 423 K at a MAS frequency of 5 kHz with RF ﬁeld
strengths of 58 kHz for 1H and 63 kHz for 13C during cross-polarization
and 80 kHz for 1H SPINAL decoupling with a pulse length of 7 μs and a
phase of 4 degrees.
KBr was used both in powder and “single crystals” samples to adjust
the magic angle setting at each temperature on the spinning side bands
of 79Br. Adamantane was used as reference sample for the chemical shift;
the 13C peak with the highest chemical shift value corresponds to the
CH2 of adamantane at 38.48 ppm. The spectra were processed using the
matNMR processing package that runs under Matlab.16

DL-norleucine, 131.17 g/mol). The atomic numbering scheme
used for DL-AHE is deﬁned in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Atom numbering scheme of the structure of DL-AHE.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. DL-2-Aminoheptanoic acid (≤97%) was purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further puriﬁcation. Small high
quality single crystals for single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) were
crystallized by antisolvent evaporation. A small vial with slightly
undersaturated aqueous solution was placed in a larger vial with an
acetone/water mixture as antisolvent. Slightly larger high quality single
crystals, as judged by optical microscopy and X-ray diﬀraction, for
diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and microscopy were crystallized using hanging drop vapor diﬀusion in well plates. Crystals were
grown in a droplet on a siliconized coverslip, which was hung upside
down on top of the well plate and sealed with vacuum grease, thereby
creating a closed-oﬀ reservoir below the droplet. Typically, the crystals
were grown in 10 μL droplets of 4 mg/mL DL-AHE in water either using
vapor diﬀusion of 300 μL of 10−20% ethanol or isopropanol in water as
antisolvent in the reservoir, or by allowing the droplets to evaporate
slowly, without any antisolvent present. Larger crystals for solid-state
NMR were crystallized by allowing vapor diﬀusion of 30 mL of 60%
ethanol in water as antisolvent from a large beaker into a small jar
containing 5 mL of 3−4 mg/mL DL-AHE aqueous solution. Powder for
DSC and solid-state NMR experiments was prepared by grinding
crystals obtained by cooling or evaporation crystallization.
2.2. Diﬀerential Scanning Calorimetry. DSC measurements were
performed using a Mettler Toledo DSC1 calorimeter with a high
sensitivity sensor (HSS8), in combination with LN2 liquid nitrogen
cooling, a sample robot and STARe software 13.00a. Powder samples
and single crystals of DL-AHE were heated and cooled with rates of 2−10
K/min in the temperature range of 133−433 K. Samples of a few
milligrams were sealed in an aluminum pan (40 μL), and the heat ﬂow
was measured compared to an empty reference pan as a function of
temperature. The DSC was calibrated with the melting points of indium
(Ton = 429.5 K and ΔfusH = −28.13 J/g) and zinc (Ton = 692.85 K and
ΔfusH = −104.77 J/g), both supplied by Mettler Toledo.
2.3. Single Crystal X-ray Diﬀraction (SCXRD). Single-crystal Xray diﬀraction data (DL-AHE forms II−V) were collected on a Rigaku
AFC12 goniometer equipped with an enhanced sensitivity (HG) Saturn
724+ detector mounted at the window of an FR-E+ Superbright MoKα
(λ = 0.71075 Å) rotating anode generator with HF Varimax optics (100
μm focus).9 The temperature of the crystal was controlled using an
Oxford Cryosystems Cobra device. For form I, single-crystal X-ray
diﬀraction data were collected on a Crystal Logic Kappa (4 circle)
goniometer equipped with a Rigaku Saturn 724+ CCD detector, using a
synchrotron source (λ = 0.6889 Å) at the Diamond Light Source I-19
beamline. It was situated on an undulator insertion device with a
combination of double crystal monochromator, vertical and horizontal
focusing mirrors, and a series of beam slits (primary white beam and on
either side of the focusing mirrors). The crystal temperature was
controlled using a Helix device, and the CrystalClear10 software package
was used for instrument control and data collection.
For form I and V data reduction was performed using Rigaku
CrystalClear,10 whereas in the case of form II, III, and IV data were
reduced using Rigaku CrysAlisPro suite.11 Unit cell parameters were in
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2.6. Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations. Calculations were carried out with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP)17,18 at the level of density functional theory (DFT) using the
projector augmented-wave (PAW) method.19,20 The crystal structures
were relaxed, starting from the experimental positions obtained by
SCXRD, using the Becke Perdew Ernzerhof (PBE)21,22 exchangecorrelation functional and the DFT-D3 force ﬁeld.23 All atomic
positions were optimized, whereas the unit cell parameters were kept
ﬁxed at the experimental values. For the optimized positions PBE NMR
chemical shieldings were calculated with the gauge-including PAW
(GIPAW) method of refs 24 and 25 as implemented in VASP.26 The
calculations were executed for form II with the conventional C2 unit cell.
A 1 × 4 × 1 k-point mesh was used, including the Γ point. Standard
PAW data sets as supplied with VASP were used.27 The nonlocal
projections were carried out in real space.27,28 The kinetic energy cutoﬀ
on the Kohn−Sham states was 600 eV. Calculations on single molecules
(in their crystal conformations) were carried out in large boxes of 30 ×
30 × 30 Å3 in order to minimize the eﬀects on the shieldings of the
currents induced in the periodic images.
A regression line was made for referencing of the calculated isotropic
by comparing them to the experimental
chemical shieldings σDFT
iso
chemical shifts. The referencing formula for the chemical shielding of
the DFT calculation is

Calculated 13C chemical shifts δiso reported below have been calculated
with this formula.

Figure 2. Volume per molecule of DL-AHE as a function of temperature
as determined using SCXRD during heating (red symbols) and cooling
(blue symbols) between 100 and 393 K. The green symbols indicate the
volume per molecule for the full crystal structure determinations of the
ﬁve polymorphic forms between 70 and 399 K. The dashed lines indicate
the observed phase transition temperature at which the space group
changes for forms II ↔ III (black), for III ↔ IV during cooling (blue)
and heating (red), and for IV ↔ V (black).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Single Crystal X-ray Diﬀraction. The unit cell of DLAHE was measured as a function of temperature in order to
observe any solid-state phase transitions and to determine the
temperatures at which the complete data sets for each
polymorphic form should be recorded. From previous work on
DL-NLE, we have experienced that some solid-state phase
transitions in linear aliphatic amino acids are diﬃcult to observe
using only DSC.4,5 Therefore, although it is quite timeconsuming, we consider it necessary to perform SCXRD unit
cell measurements over a large temperature range in order to ﬁnd
polymorphic forms and their solid-state phase transitions.
The SCXRD unit cell measurements of DL-AHE revealed that
there are at least three solid-state phase transitions and therefore
four polymorphic forms (II, III, IV, and V) between 100 and 400
K. SCXRD measurements at the Diamond Light Source (DLS)
synchrotron revealed a ﬁfth polymorphic form, which is named
form I, since it was determined at the lowest temperature (70 K).
Figure 2 shows the volume of the unit cells as a function of
temperature. There is a large change in the unit cell parameters
and/or symmetry below 100 K, at 146 K and at 396 K, which is
emphasized by the black dashed lines in Figure 2. Furthermore,
there is a change from a C-centered unit cell to a P unit cell upon
heating and vice versa upon cooling, indicated by the red and
blue dashed lines, respectively. On the basis of this graph, the
following temperatures were chosen for structure determination:
form II at 145 K, form III at 150 K, form IV at 293 K, and form V
at 399 K.
The crystal structures of the ﬁve polymorphic forms of DLAHE are described here in detail. The structures show great
similarity to the known crystal structures of DL-norleucine (DLNLE)4 and other related aliphatic amino acids.1,3,6,29 Because of
the zwitterionic nature of the amino acid, all ﬁve forms of DLAHE consist of strongly hydrophilic 2D LD−LD hydrogenbonded networks,30 forming bilayers with the hydrophobic
chains arranged such that they are directed out from the center of
the bilayer. These bilayers are interconnected through relatively

weak dispersive (van der Waals) interactions. A crystallographic
summary of the ﬁve polymorphic forms and the structure
reﬁnement details are presented in Table 1.
The crystal structures of the ﬁve polymorphic forms of DLAHE are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The torsion angles mentioned
below are for the absolute conﬁguration S. The unit cell of form
IV will be used as a reference to describe the structural changes
for the other polymorphic forms. Form I is a P21 structure with Z′
= 6 and disorder in the side chains of three of the molecules in the
asymmetric unit. Several diﬀerent conformations of the aliphatic
chain are present in the crystal structure. The most common
conformation is gauche−,trans,trans,trans. In Figure 3a alternative
conformations are shown in purple, and in Figure 4a only one
conformation is shown for each molecule for clarity. Form II is an
ordered C2 structure with Z′ = 8 and two distinct conformations
of the molecules; gauche−,trans,trans,trans is the conformation in
six molecules and gauche−,trans,trans,gauche+ is the other
conformation that systematically only occurs in two of the S
molecules in the asymmetric unit. The unit cell axes of form II are
dashed in Figures 3b and 4b, since they are too long to be
displayed completely. Form III is a C2/c structure and form IV a
P21/c structure, both with Z′ = 1 and gauche−,trans,trans,trans
conformation. Form V is a heavily disordered C2/c structure with
both enantiomers occupying the same position in the asymmetric
unit in an approximately 90/10% ratio. This is a result of an
incomplete phase transition at 399 K, which leads to the stacking
fault. In the major component the alkyl chain adopts three
distinct conformations (1) gauche−,trans,gauche+,trans, (2)
trans,trans,syn,trans, and (3) gauche+,trans,syn,trans, whereas the
minor component is in syn,trans,gauche−,trans conformation.
The disorder of the major component at this considerably
elevated temperature probably arises from the distance between
subsequent bilayers, which becomes small (only 1.9 Å shortest
H−H distance) if only the gauche−,trans,gauche+,trans conformation would be present. In the alternative conformations
trans,trans,syn,trans and gauche+,trans,syn,trans, the aliphatic
chain is more compact, thereby generating more space between

DFT
δiso = − 0.959σiso
+ 165.6
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Table 1. Spacegroup and Unit Cell Parameters for the Five Polymorphs of DL-AHE
polymorph
Crystal Data
CCDC deposition no.
crystal system
space group
temperature (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
β (deg)
V (Å3)
V per molecule (Å3)
Z/Z′
density (calc.) (g cm−3)
radiation type
μ (mm−1)
Data collection
reﬂections collected
independent reﬂections
Rint
Reﬁnement
R [F2 > 2σ(F2)]
wR(F2), S

Form I

Form II

Form III

Form IV

Form V

1563211
monoclinic
P21
70
21.38(6)
4.744(12)
25.53(6)
102.25(4)
2530(11)
210.9
12/6
1.143
Synchrotron λ = 0.6889 Å
0.078

1563213
monoclinic
C2
145
48.6095(12)
4.74590(10)
36.4945(9)
126.975(2)
6726.0(3)
210.2
32/8
1.147
Mo Kα
0.083

1563210
monoclinic
C2/c
150
37.524(4)
4.7305(3)
9.8406(7)
101.571(8)
1711.3(2)
213.9
8/1
1.127
Mo Kα
0.082

1563214
monoclinic
P21/c
293
18.7514(6)
4.7507(2)
9.8872(4)
95.106(3)
877.29(6)
219.3
4/1
1.099
Mo Kα
0.080

1563212
monoclinic
C2/c
399
38.300(5)
4.840(5)
9.740(5)
93.380(5)
1802(2)
225.2
8/1
1.070
Mo Kα
0.077

20688
8986
0.166

36432
11198
0.080

4917
1511
0.025

4794
1545
0.028

5207
1492
0.063

0.115
0.431, 0.82

0.066
0.194, 1.06

0.057
0.161, 1.10

0.051
0.148, 1.06

0.149
0.477, 1.30

the bilayers. In Figure 3e the alternative conformation trans,trans,syn,trans is shown in purple, and in Figure 4e only one
conformation is shown for each molecule for clarity.
As can be observed in Figure 2 and Table 1, the molecular
volume is larger for form I than form II. A volume increase on
cooling to another polymorph contradicts the density rule and is
quite rare. However, recently the same phenomenon was
observed for the molecule dapsone, which also involved a small
shift of molecular layers and minor conformational changes.31
Under normal circumstances a structure contracts on cooling;
however, in the case of a phase transition with a conformational
change the volume occupied by the molecules can increase. In
particular in amino acid layered structures there is always a tradeoﬀ between a compact structure with a higher energy
conformation and a less compact structure with larger
cavities.30,32,33 The longer the aliphatic chain, the more
possibilities there are for conformational changes to optimize
the stacking.
The crystal structures of Forms I and II are found to be in the
(noncentrosymmetric) Sohnke space groups P21 and C2,
respectively, and therefore do not possess formal symmetry
elements of the second kind, which are necessary to generate the
second enantiomer of the racemic mixture. Racemates that
crystallize in a Sohnke space group are also called “kryptoracemates”.34 Close inspection of the structures shows a pseudo
inversion center (see Figure 3) between molecules where
conformational ﬂexibility of the aliphatic chains breaks the strict
symmetry. The phenomenon of racemates crystallizing in noncentrosymmetric space groups (including also non-Sohnke) has
been observed in similar materials previously and is fully studied
by Dalhus and Gö rbitz,35 who describe them as noncentrosymmetric racemates and document its relatively high
occurrence among racemates in the CSD.36 This is also the
reason for the relatively high values of Z′ for these structures (see
Solid-State NMR section described later).
In general, the crystal structures diﬀer in the stacking of the
bilayers and/or the conformation of the aliphatic chains, but the

hydrogen-bonding pattern remains largely unaﬀected. Forms I
and II mainly diﬀer in the bilayer stacking by a shift of every
second bilayer over [0 1/2 1/2] with respect to the P21/c unit cell
of form IV. Furthermore, the conformations are diﬀerent in both
forms, although the main conformation is the same.
Forms II and III only diﬀer in the number of molecules in the
asymmetric unit and conformation. Despite a signiﬁcant volume
change between these two forms the stacking pattern remains the
same, as is shown by the purple boxes in Figures 3b,c and 4b,c.
The II → III phase transition mainly involves the change in
conformation of two S molecules per eight DL-AHE molecules
from gauche−,trans,trans,gauche+ to gauche−,trans,trans,trans, as
is indicated for one molecule by the green boxes in Figures 3b,c
and 4b,c.
Forms III and IV have a similar conformation of the molecule
gauche−,trans,trans,trans, but diﬀer in the bilayer stacking by a
shift of every second bilayer over [0 1/2 1/2] with respect to the
P21/c unit cell of form IV, which is indicated by the purple boxes
in Figures 3c,d and 4c,d. Since there is no conformational change,
both forms have a very similar volume per molecule.
The IV → V phase transition involves a packing change by a
shift over [0 1/2 0] with respect to the P21/c unit cell of form IV,
which is indicated by the purple boxes in Figure 4d,e. The
conformation changes from gauche-,trans,trans,trans in form IV to
gauche−,trans,gauche+,trans and trans,trans,gauche−,trans in form
V, indicated by the green boxes in Figure 3d,e. The most likely
mechanism for this transition is via a rotation in a “pedal crank”like fashion; i.e., the rotation of the aliphatic chain (equal and
opposite in the two halves of a single bilayer) enables the
antiparallel slippage of adjacent bilayers. This has to occur along
the C4−C5 bond for the ﬁrst conformation of form V and
additionally along the C2−C3 bond for the second conformation. The red boxes in Figures 3d,e show that in this way no shift
over [0 0 1/2] is necessary during the phase transition.
3.2. Diﬀerential Scanning Calorimetry. The solid-state
phase transitions of DL-AHE have been characterized using DSC
by determining the transition temperatures, the enthalpies of
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Figure 3. DL-AHE crystal structures of the ﬁve polymorphic forms (a) I, (b) II, (c) III, (d) IV, and (e) V, drawn in the ac-plane of form IV for comparison.
L-AHE molecules (absolute conﬁguration S) are depicted in yellow, D-AHE molecules in blue. The green boxes indicate diﬀerences in conformation of
the aliphatic chains, and purple and red boxes indicate the relative positions of the bilayers.

low intensity broad signal at 213 K during cooling and 223 K
during heating with a ΔH < 0.04 kJ/mol, as is shown in Figure 5b.
This phase transition is similar to the β ↔ α phase transition in
DL-NLE, there we have attributed the large hysteresis to the small
driving force for the phase transition.5 The other phase
transitions all involve conformational changes of the molecules
and thus larger transition enthalpies, which leads to a larger
driving force just above or below the transition point and
therefore a small hysteresis. The transition temperatures are in
accordance with the SCXRD results in Figure 2.
3.3. Thermal Stage Polarization Microscopy. Single
crystals of DL-AHE have been monitored as a function of
temperature using thermal stage polarization microscopy,
snapshots of which are shown in Figure 6. The snapshots are
compiled as a video capture in the ﬁle Movie S1 in the Supporting
Information. The high temperature IV ↔ V phase transition is
clearly observed as motions of the whole crystal or its separate

transition and the reversibility and reproducibility. A typical DSC
curve of DL-AHE between 133 and 423 K shows two endothermic
events during heating and two exothermic events during cooling,
both in powder and single crystals, and is shown for a powder in
Figure 5a. Following the SCXRD results, three solid-state phase
transitions should occur in this temperature range. All events are
reproducible and in accordance with the “heat-of-transition
rule”.37 Two reversible solid-state phase transitions occur at 146
and 396 K, both with a small hysteresis of 1−2 K. The transitions
have been identiﬁed as the II ↔ III transition at 146 K and the IV
↔ V transition at 396 K, for which the enthalpies of transition are
0.8 ± 0.1 kJ/mol and 2.8 ± 0.3 kJ/mol, respectively. The small
hysteresis and the similar magnitude of the enthalpy measured
during heating and cooling of the same transition show that these
two transitions are thermodynamically reversible and not
kinetically hindered. The III ↔ IV transition is only visible in
single crystals using a heating rate of 5 K/min or higher, as a very
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Figure 4. DL-AHE crystal structures of the ﬁve polymorphic forms (a) I, (b) II, (c) III, (d) IV, and (e) V, only one conformation of forms I and V is
shown), drawn in the ab-plane of form IV for comparison. L-AHE molecules (absolute conﬁguration S) are depicted in yellow, D-AHE molecules in blue.
The green boxes indicate diﬀerences in conformation of the aliphatic chains, and purple boxes indicate the relative positions of the bilayers.

Figure 5. DSC thermograms of DL-AHE (a) powder (6.2 mg) between 133 to 433 K, showing the II ↔ III transition at 146 K and the IV ↔ V transition
at 396 K at a heating rate of 2 K/min, (b) two single crystals (1.4 mg) showing the III ↔ IV transition between 213 and 223 K at a heating rate of 5 K/
min. The transitions were reversible and repeatable, both in powder and single crystals.

a small hysteresis between the heating and cooling cycles of about
1 K.
The low temperature II ↔ III transition is less apparent,
though in most crystals it can be observed as a small change in
polarization color and in some cases as motions of the whole
crystal or a few layers, see Movie S2 in the Supporting
Information. The phase transition occurs at about 146 K, with
some variation in transition temperature between diﬀerent
crystals, and it can be spread out over 10−20 K within one crystal.
This is probably a result of slow kinetics at these low
temperatures, since there is only a small hysteresis between the
heating and cooling cycles of about 1−2 K in most cases.

layered parts. In addition, there is a change in the polarization
color, which often occurs as several consecutive color changes for
the diﬀerent layers in the crystal. In some cases a transition front
within the plane of a layer is observed, originating from a visible
defect, but mostly the transition appears to be instantaneous in a
layer using a frame rate of 3 Hz. This fast propagation within a
layer indicates possible cooperative motion. To accommodate
the conformational changes in a cooperative mechanism, we
suggest a “pedal crank”-type mechanism. The transition occurs at
about 397 K, with a small variation in transition temperature
between diﬀerent crystals, and it is fast and repeatable. No visible
delamination or deterioration of the crystallinity occurs. There is
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Figure 6. Thermal microscopy images of the phase transitions of DL-AHE; (a) the IV → V phase transition, and (b) the V → IV phase transition at 397 K.

Figure 7. 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of a powder sample of DL-AHE during cooling from 423 to 128 K. The V → IV phase transition occurs between 403
and 383 K, and it involves a change in chemical shift of all peaks except C2. The IV → III transition is not detectable. The broadening of the peaks at 128
K clearly shows the onset of the III → II transition.

Figure 8. 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of a powder sample of DL-AHE during heating from 128 to 423 K. The narrowing of the peaks between 138 and 143
K shows the II → III transition. The III → IV transition is not detectable. The IV → V phase transition occurs between 393 and 403 K and it involves a
change in chemical shift of all peaks except C2.
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There was no clear indication of the III ↔ IV phase transition
in our thermal stage microscopy measurements, although several
very small movements can be observed at various temperatures
(see Movie S2 in the Supporting Information) that might
indicate partial transitions. This phase transition is very subtle
and almost too weak for optical detection.
3.4. Solid-State NMR. Solid-state NMR can reveal small
diﬀerences in the local environment of the carbon atoms,
showing the coexistence of phases and diﬀerences between
similar crystal structures. The solid-state NMR spectra of DLAHE (Figures 7 and 8) show the II ↔ III and IV ↔ V phase
transitions between 128 and 143 K and 383−403 K, respectively.
The III ↔ IV phase transition is not detectable, as is shown in
more detail further on. The high temperature IV ↔ V phase
transition is observed as a change in the chemical shift of all
carbon atoms, except C2, with the largest shift in C6. The
transition is fast, and coexistence of both phases is only visible at
393 K during cooling, and could even be a result of a temperature
gradient in the sample. The II ↔ III transition is observed as an
increase of the number of distinct chemical environments for
each carbon atom upon cooling, indicated by severe line
broadening. This is most clearly observable in the signal of C6
and C7, for which at least two (C6) and four (C7) distinct peaks
can be distinguished, respectively. This phase transition showed
no signiﬁcant hysteresis in DSC measurements, both for powders
and single crystals. However, the transition temperature is close
to the limit of what can be achieved for the NMR probe used, and
therefore the temperature control is slightly less accurate and
there is some lag in the actual temperature of the whole sample,
since the cooling is done using a nitrogen gas ﬂow.
Forms III, IV, and V all have Z′ = 1, thus generating only one
chemical environment for each distinct atom. However, the
asymmetric unit of form II consists of eight molecules, with each
a distinct chemical environment. This is illustrated by Figure 9,

Figure 10. Comparison of the DFT calculations and the 13C CPMAS
NMR spectrum of DL-AHE form II for C3, C4, C5, C6, and C7. The
chemical shift values from the DFT calculations for (a) the A and (b) the
B conformations of DL-AHE II are depicted. The black lines in (a) and
(b) show the total calculated NMR spectrum, assuming equal weight
and width for each contributing C. The colored peaks show the
contribution of conformation A (a) and B (b) to this spectrum. Adding
all contributions from all colored peaks from both A and B yields the
total (black line) (c). The experimental 13C NMR spectrum of form II
measured at 128 K.

B (Figure 10b). The calculated NMR spectrum is shown with a
sum of gaussians with fwhm = 0.24 pmm at the calculated
chemical shifts. For comparison, Figure 10c shows the
experimental NMR spectrum of form II at 128 K.
The two peaks of C6 belong to the two diﬀerent
conformations present in form II, the corresponding values are
25.4 and 23.3 ppm for conformation A and B, respectively.
Moreover, the order of the chemical shift peaks is diﬀerent from
what would be expected based on the NMR spectra of the similar
amino acid DL-NLE.5 In DL-NLE, when moving along the chain
toward the terminal CH3, the 13C chemical shift always increases.
This is not the case here, where the C3 and C5 have lower shifts
than the C4 and C6. The positions of the C3 and C5 peaks are
exchanged in the A and B conformations, and the C4 peak of
conformation A is in between the C3/C5 and C6 positions.
Additionally, the C4 peak of conformation B overlaps with the
C6 of conformation A according to the calculations. The 13C
NMR chemical shifts calculated by DFT are shown for each
separate molecule in the asymmetric unit in the Supporting
Information.
According to the DFT calculations (see Supporting
Information for more details), the red (CE) and pink (CF)
molecules of form II have chemical shifts most similar to form III.
These molecules and their direct neighbors in the unit cell are all
of conformation A, which is the same conformation as is present
in form III. Both contribute to the middle C7 peak at 14.3 ppm.
We identify this with the experimental peak at 15.5 ppm, which
has the highest relative intensity of the four peaks. Furthermore,
the light-green (CA) and light-blue (CC) molecules are both of
conformation B, and all their direct neighbors are of
conformation A. This apparently results in a similar chemical
shift for both B molecules at 13.3 ppm, which corresponds to the
experimental C7 at 14.6 ppm. The other molecules of the A
conformation have at least one B molecule as a (nearest)
neighbor. Since the distance to the directly opposite neighbor is
the smallest, this is considered to have the largest eﬀect on the
chemical shift. However, the position of the C7 peak for the other

Figure 9. Crystal structure of form II of DL-AHE, depicted in the acplane, showing the eight diﬀerent molecules (CA to CH) in the
asymmetric unit in distinct colors. A and B indicate the two distinct
conformations of the molecules.

where nonsymmetry-equivalent molecules are represented by
eight diﬀerent colors within the unit cell for form II. First of all,
two conformations can be distinguished; conformation A of the
yellow (CB), dark-green (CD), red (CE), pink (CF), dark-blue
(CG), and orange (CH) molecules, and conformation B of the
light-green (CA) and light-blue (CC) molecules in Figure 9.
The assignment of the 13C NMR peaks to the carbon atoms in
the unit cell was derived from density functional theory (DFT)
calculations. Figure 10a,b both show in black the total calculated
NMR spectrum of form II and in colors the calculated peaks
originating from conformation A (Figure 10a) and conformation
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Figure 11. 13C Chemical shift of DL-AHE as a function of temperature for a powder sample. The dashed lines indicate the phase transition temperatures
observed in SCXRD measurements (Figure 2) for forms II ↔ III (black), for III ↔ IV during cooling (blue) and heating (red), and for IV ↔ V (black).

chemical shift of several carbon atoms. This is indicated by the
black dashed lines that correspond to the temperatures at which
the phase transitions were observed in SCXRD measurements
depicted in Figure 2. The III ↔ IV phase transition is not clearly
visible, only a gradual change in the slope of the chemical shift as
a function of temperature can be seen, which might be a result of
this transition. The observed phase transition temperatures in
SCXRD are shown for the III ↔ IV phase transition during
cooling (blue) and heating (red), but no well-deﬁned change in
the slope has been observed at these temperatures.
The chemical shift diﬀerence of the high temperature IV ↔ V
phase transition is only 0.5 and 0.3 ppm for C6 and C7,
respectively, although it involves both a shift and a conformational change. Also, only one set of peaks is observed for form V,

molecules is not clearly related to the nature of the opposite
neighbor. The C7 position of the orange (CH) molecule even
overlaps with the positions of the B molecules according to the
DFT calculations, which is unexpected. Therefore, our assignment of the eight molecules to the observed C7 spectrum is not
unambiguous.
In summary, the observed splitting of the chemical shift in the
solid-state NMR spectra conﬁrms the increase of Z′ during the III
→ II transition, and this is supported by DFT calculations.
The chemical shift as a function of temperature for all carbon
atoms is shown in Figure 11 for a powder sample. Measurements
of single crystals did not show signiﬁcant diﬀerences compared to
powder samples. Again, the II ↔ III and IV ↔ V phase transitions
can be clearly recognized by the discontinuity in the value of the
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The rich polymorphic landscape and the solid-state phase
transitions of DL-aminoheptanoic acid (DL-AHE) have been
studied in detail. Five new polymorphic forms and four fully
reversible single-crystal-to-single-crystal solid-state phase transitions between these forms have been discovered. In general, the
crystal structures show great similarity to other racemic amino
acids with a linear (unbranched) aliphatic chain, consisting of
bilayers based on a 2D LD−LD hydrogen bonding network and
dispersive interactions between the aliphatic chains. The low
temperature forms I and II of DL-AHE are superstructures, which
had not been observed up to now in linear racemic amino acids;
the crystal structures were reﬁned as high Z′ structures (Z′ = 6
and Z′ = 8, respectively). The increase in Z′ is conﬁrmed by solidstate NMR measurements. DFT calculations of the NMR
chemical shift showed an unexpected assignment of the NMR
spectrum to the carbon atoms of DL-AHE.
The increased chain length of DL-AHE results in increased
chain mobility of the aliphatic chains, which weakens the
interactions between the chains on opposite sides of a bilayer−
bilayer interface. Therefore, the enthalpies of transition and the
13
C chemical shift diﬀerences of the solid-state phase transitions
in DL-AHE are much smaller than for the related transitions in DLnorleucine (DL-NLE). This multidisciplinary study shows that a
combination of techniques is necessary to optimally cover the
experimental polymorphic landscape. Weak interactions within
the crystal structure allow for very subtle solid-state phase
transitions that can easily be overlooked.

although the crystal structure shows two conformations with
relatively high occupancies. Possibly, the disorder in conformation is dynamic and averages out during the NMR measurements.
3.5. Comparison with DL-Norleucine. The three polymorphic forms of DL-norleucine (DL-2-aminohexanoic acid, DLNLE), described in detail in refs 4 and 5 have very similar
structures to three of the polymorphs of DL-AHE. The β form of
DL-NLE is stable at low temperatures, the α form at room
temperature and the γ form at high temperatures. Here, we
compare the crystal structures and the solid-state phase transition
behaviors of DL-AHE and DL-NLE.
The low temperature DL-AHE III ↔ IV and the DL-NLE β ↔ α
phase transitions both involve the same shift over [0 1/2 1/2] in
the packing of the bilayers (compare the contents of the purple
boxes in Figures 3c,d and 4c,d), no conformational change nor
any signiﬁcant volume change. While the DL-NLE β ↔α phase
transition has an estimated enthalpy of only 0.3 kJ/mol and is
diﬃcult to reproduce, the DL-AHE III ↔ IV phase transition has
an even lower transition enthalpy of 0.04 kJ/mol, but it is
reproducible at heating rates above 5 K/min. The corresponding
transition temperatures are 253−268 K and 213−223 K,
respectively. These transitions have an overall low transition
rate, since diﬀerent domains of layers transform independently.
Increased chain mobility in the longer aliphatic chains of DL-AHE
weakens the interactions between the chains on opposite sides of
a bilayer−bilayer interface, probably resulting in a smaller
transition enthalpy and a lower transition temperature for this
type of transition.
The high temperature DL-AHE IV ↔ V and the DL-NLE α ↔ γ
phase transitions both involve a packing and a conformational
change. These phase transitions are relatively fast and
reproducible with a small hysteresis. Similar to the low
temperature phase transitions, the transition enthalpy of DLNLE α ↔ γ is signiﬁcantly higher than of DL-AHE IV ↔ V, 4.8
and 2.8 kJ/mol, respectively. The transition temperatures are
quite similar, 390 and 396 K, respectively. In addition, the solidstate NMR measurements show that the chemical shift
diﬀerences of terminal carbon atom (C6) for the DL-NLE
phase transitions are signiﬁcantly larger than for DL-AHE (C7);
0.4 vs <0.1 ppm for the low temperature transitions and 0.8 vs 0.3
ppm for the high temperature transitions. Again, we think that
the increased chain mobility further reduces the strength of the
weak interactions between the layers, thereby resulting in smaller
enthalpy and chemical shift diﬀerences between the polymorphic
forms.
Other eﬀects can also play a role, especially in the comparison
of the high temperature transitions. First, the torsion angle that
changes for one of the two form V conformations in the DL-AHE
IV↔V transition is positioned more toward the end of the
aliphatic chain than for the DL-NLE α ↔ γ transition, which
decreases the impact of the phase transition on the initial
structure compared to DL-NLE. Second, the shift in packing is in a
diﬀerent direction and covers a shorter distance than in DL-NLE.
Furthermore, the NMR chemical shifts of diﬀerent conformations in form V could be averaged out due to high mobility.
Lastly, the carbon chain length is odd for DL-AHE and even for
DL-NLE, which inﬂuences the mutual orientation of the aliphatic
chains and could inﬂuence the energy barrier for the rearrangement of the bilayers.
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